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About This Guide/Eolas Faoin Treoir Seo
In an uncertain world, one thing is sure: buying
an excellent Irish children’s book in your
local bookshop creates waves of positivity.
Not only does a young reader get absorbed
in a brilliant book, but you’re also supporting
authors, illustrators, translators, publishers and
booksellers in Ireland. Over the last eighteen
months, the literature sector has weathered
the storm, and readers have found comfort and
escape in the pages of great books. Reading
has been vital for so many, and through the
innovation of our authors and illustrators our
publishers and event organisers, many young
readers attended online events and festivals,
keeping the buzz around reading alive in their
homes.
The richness and diversity of the books
produced here for children is remarkable, and
we are conf ident that there is something for
everyone in this bumper Christmas guide. Many
publications which were planned for 2020 were
delayed, given the long bookshop closures and
other restrictions. As a result 2021 is proving
to be a bountiful year for children’s books from
Ireland – we are seeing record numbers of
début authors and illustrators, large numbers
of creators from Northern Ireland and a hugely
increased output in general: in this guide we
review over 144 books (up from 108 last year), in
English and Irish, for children and young people
aged 0 to 18.

In the pages that follow you’ll f ind ghost stories,
Christmas tales, historical f iction, funny books,
board books for babies, songbooks, naturethemed non-f iction and romance for young
adults. And that’s just for starters.
There are so many reasons to give a book this
Christmas. Every book bought means one less
plastic toy gone to landf ill and one more happy
writer or illustrator who can keep on making
great work. We know that reading has a positive
impact on mental wellbeing, and now more than
ever we are aware of how much we need to rest,
relax and recuperate from the stresses of the
year. Reading improves literacy and numeracy,
increases vocabulary and helps develop empathy.
And the simplest reason of all to buy a book is
joy.
The joy a child feels when they get the next book
in a series they adore. The joy a reluctant reader
feels when they f irst f ind a book that interests
them. The joy of seeing yourself or someone
like you represented in a book. The joy of lifting
flaps, turning pages, peeping through holes,
reading a rhyme aloud or learning something
new. And the joy we adults can feel when we can
make all this happen, simply by giving a child a
book.
In the last year we have given away over 23,500
books and seen – on screens and occasionally
in person – a lot of happy faces. We hope you’ll
join us in this movement to gift a book and
deliver the joy of reading this Christmas.

DREW DAYWALT illustrated by OLIVER JEFFERS

THE CRAYONS’ BOOK OF FEELINGS

HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS (BOARD) 22PP £6.99 ISBN 9780008495329

From the creative team behind the bestselling The Day the Crayons Quit comes a
gentle tool for helping young children identify or recognise feelings. Aimed squarely
at the very early years, this is a simple book to help identify and show emotions
visually, with the name of the emotion on the opposite page. The artwork is gorgeous
and the colours are used to further deliver the feeling of particular emotions very
successfully. (Non-fiction, Age 0–2)

RISTEARD Mac LIAM maisithe ag TATYANA FEENEY

MO CHUID AMHRÁIN NOLLAG

MY IRISH BOOKS (LEABHAR CAIRTCHL ÁIR) 12LCH €15.00 ISBN 9782919958979

Leis na leabhair chairtchláir idirghníomhacha déantar na hamhráin is fearr a
bhaineann leis an séasúr a chur ar a gcluasa do bhabaithe agus lapadáin. Tá blaiseadh
beag de liricí na n-amhrán le fáil ar gach leathanach, bíodh sin an curfá nó véarsa
amháin. Trí chliceáil ar chnaipe ansin féadfaidh tú éisteacht le guthanna óga ag
canadh an amhráin go léir. Tar éis iad a chloisteáil cúpla uair beidh gach duine
in ann iad a chanadh. Tá léaráidí bríomhara a oireann do pháistí le feiceáil ar fud
an leabhair, léaráidí de Dhaidí na Nollag ar a charr sleamhnáin, de na trí ríthe ar
a mbealach go Beithil, agus go leor leor eile, rud a chuireann an Nollaig in iúl go
láidir. (Aois 0–3)

JÖRGE MÜHLE aistrithe ag TADHG Mac DHONNAGÁIN

AM FOLCTHA, A CHOINÍN BEAG!

FUTA FATA (LEABHAR CAIRTCHL ÁIR) 12LCH €8.95 ISBN 9781910945698

Seo an tríú leabhar sa tsraith álainn faoi Choinín Beag. Leabhair idirghníomhacha
atá iontu, ina gcabhraíonn an léitheoir óg le Coinín Beag lena ghnáthimeachtaí
laethúla. Bainfidh léitheoirí beaga fíorthaitneamh as an leabhar seo a léamh le duine
fásta mar tá go leor le déanamh agus tá ról gníomhach ag an bpáiste sa scéal, fiú
mura bhfuil caint aige nó aici fós. Tá na léaráidí lán le beogacht agus le gluaiseacht.
Úsáidtear réimse teoranta de dhathanna boga, agus cuireann sé sin le hatmaisféar
séimh socair an leabhair. (Aois 0–3)

MUIREANN Ní CHÍOBHÁIN maisithe ag RÓISÍN HAHESSY

EOINÍN

FUTA FATA (LEABHAR CAIRTCHL ÁIR) 12LCH €8.95 ISBN 9781910945728

Seo é Eoinín, caora bheag an-taitneamhach. Bainfidh páistí beaga sult mór as
cabhrú le hEoinín san eachtra spraíúil idirghníomhach seo. Tá neart deiseanna ann
don idirghníomhaíocht, idir eitleog a bhaint anuas ó chrann agus í a shéideadh
suas sa spéir, agus is mór an spórt é. Tá na léaráidí bríomhara teolaí ina bhfuil
cruthanna simplí agus dathanna pastalacha an-oiriúnach don aoisghrúpa óg seo
agus cabhraíonn siad an scéal a dhéanamh neamhbhagrach do dhaoine nach bhfuil
Gaeilge acu chun go bhféadfaidh siad é a roinnt lena leanaí. Nuair a bhíonn áthas ar
Eoinín croitheann sé a thóin – bí ag súil le neart sciotaíola! (Aois 0–3)
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MARIE WHELTON maisithe ag FRANK ENDERSBY

BARRY FALLS

LEABHARCOMHAIR (CLÚDACH BOG) 32LCH €10.00 ISBN 9781916240391

PAVILION CHILDREN’S BOOKS (PBK) 40PP £6.99 ISBN 9781843654674

DÚN DO SHÚILE

Is leabhar foirfe é seo do thuismitheoirí nó caomhnóirí lena léamh do pháistí ag am
luí. Is tráth an-tábhachtach den lá é sin chun am a chaitheamh i gcuideachta a chéile
agus cuideoidh rithim shéimh na rann chun fiú na lapadáin is gníomhaí a chealgadh
chun suain. Tá léaráidí clasaiceacha ann freisin, rud a fhágann gur bronntanas den
scoth é do thuismitheoirí nua. Cuireann na híomhánna an dúlra i gcuimhne agus
cuideoidh na dathanna suaimhneasacha leo codladh go sámh. (Aois 0–3)

PETER DONNELLY

UP ON THE MOUNTAIN

GILL BOOKS (HBK) 32PP €14.99 ISBN 9780717193639

This very gentle picturebook depicts one family’s hill walks across the seasons of
the year. The artist has played with scale to a really lovely effect and the artwork
vibrantly captures each of the seasons. The images showcase nature beautifully, with
lots of little details for small children to find. The repetition of the refrain ‘up on the
mountain’ will have young readers joining in. This is a lovely book for families to
share, happily ending with sleepy children (and dogs), making it the perfect book for
winding down at bedtime. (Age 0–4)

Billy McGill lives all alone at the top of a hill. He likes it that way. Away from
the noise and the rush of the city below, his splendid aloneness is without a
sound until a horrible scratching and squeaking mouse disturbs him. An unruly
succession of animals, each bigger than the last, sent in to get rid of the problem
overwhelms Billy’s desire for solitude. With rollicking rhyming text and colourful,
zany illustrations, this story finds the balance between happy aloneness and social
interaction with understanding and outrageous displays of laugh-out-loud humour.
(Age 0–4, 5–7)

JENNIFER FARLEY

SCOUT’S BEST DAY EVER! A DOGGY
ADVENTURE AROUND IRELAND
THE O’BRIEN PRESS (HBK) 32PP €12.99 ISBN 9781788491747

OLIVER JEFFERS

It’s hard to resist the madcap enthusiasm that the irrepressible Scout brings to every
page he bounds across. Daisy is going on holidays with her dad and her dog, Scout,
leaving Gran at home. They send a postcard from every place they visit as they tour
Ireland’s vibrant towns and cities and enjoy activities in places of natural beauty.
This cheerful book gently showcases a family with Dad as the main caregiver and
celebrates the fun to be had just by hanging out with our favourite people.
(Age 0–4, 5–7)

HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS (BOARD) 28PP £6.99 ISBN 9780008470807

PATRICIA FORDE illustrated by RACHAEL SAUNDERS

HERE WE ARE: BOOK OF NUMBERS
In Here We Are, Oliver Jeffers gently, beautifully reminded us all of our place on the
Earth and the wonders around us worth protecting. He returns to these themes in a
related title, Book of Numbers, which offers a similar message to small humans: here
is the world, here is what we have, here you are, and welcome. But it’s also a practical
book, as one might guess from the title: a board book designed to help babies and
toddlers learn to count from one to ten. This is a book that will remain enjoyable
after inevitable endless rereads. (Non-fiction, Age 0–4)

GERRY DALY

FINN’S FIRST SONG:
A WHALEY BIG ADVENTURE

THE O’BRIEN PRESS (HBK) 32PP €12.99 ISBN 9781788491914

This is a real treat for young readers. The vivid illustrations pull the reader in to
Finn’s ocean home from the get-go, and the text is paced well to allow children to
enjoy the underwater scenes as they travel with Finn on his journey to Ireland. Daly
cleverly weaves big themes into this story, as Finn learns to find his own voice. While
Daly’s story is not focused on the impact humans have on the environment, elements
of the story and its illustrations touch on this theme. (Age 0–4, 5–7)
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FIDGET THE WONDER DOG

PUFFIN BOOKS (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780241373163

In this gem of a book a little girl tells us about her beloved dog, Fidget, who gets
up to all sorts of antics to the amusement of his owner. One day, however, when
Fidget wanders off and gets lost, he finds himself (somewhat reluctantly) on an
epic adventure. He sails the seven seas and gets stranded on a desert island before
eventually finding his way home. Both Fidget and his human are heartbroken at
being separated, making their joyous reunion all the more satisfying. This is a story
with real heart that explores unconditional love, loss and the bonds of friendship.
(Age 0–4, 5–7)

CHRIS HAUGHTON

MAYBE …

WALKER BOOKS (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406385526

In this bright and happy picturebook, Chris Haughton explores the behaviour of
three little monkeys who go right ahead and do exactly what was forbidden. They
escape a potentially nasty outcome by the (almost literal) skin of their teeth, but
readers will in no way be left in fear and trembling. Rather, they will share in the
monkey mischief and see how the monkeys made a silly and dangerous choice. The
ending invites a gleeful prediction of ‘what do we think will happen next?’
(Age 0–4, 5–7)
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EOIN McLAUGHLIN illustrated by POLLY DUNBAR

WENDA SHURETY illustrated by PADDY DONNELLY

FABER (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571370405

STORYHOUSE PUBLISHING (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781916281837

THE LONGER THE WAIT, THE BIGGER THE HUG
This picturebook team has once again created a stunningly sweet and simple story
for the current times. This time, our friends Hedgehog and Tortoise are practising
patience and learning that some of the best things in life are undoubtedly worth
the wait. This book builds on the wisdom of earlier titles and makes these powerful
lessons very approachable. While this story is for younger readers, the message will
hold a cathartic resonance for adults too. The anticipation built up through the
words and pictures leads the reader to the universal and relevant truth that we must
hold tight and fast for the good times. (Age 0–4, 5–7)

ANNA McQUINN illustrated by RUTH HEARSON

ZEKI LOVES MUMMY

The Treeple love making things, but when they make new things they throw away
the old. Learning how to reuse and repurpose old things is essential to allow for
harmony in nature. The environmental moral message is clear but gentle, with the
illustrations serving as a reminder of how interwoven people and place are. Tips for
how the reader can become an ‘Ocean Hero’ at the end make this an ideal pick to
encourage an interest in marine conservation in younger children, without too much
finger-wagging. (Age 0–4, 5–8)

LARA BRYAN illustrated by CAROLINE ATTIA

PEEP INSIDE HOW A FIRE ENGINE WORKS
USBORNE PUBLISHING (HBK) 14PP £7.99 ISBN 9781474968836

AL ANNA MA X (BOARD BOOK) 20PP £6.99 ISBN 9781907825330

An ideal choice for a baby’s first introduction to the wonderful world of books,
Zeki Loves Mummy takes us through a day with baby Zeki and his mum – building
dens, going for bike rides, making splashy paintings and cuddling. This book gets so
many things right and is perfectly attuned to its target audience, with immediately
appealing illustrations that clearly and simply depict Zeki’s day in vivid colour. Let
the youngest children hold it, turning the pages, exploring and chewing over the
contents. (Age 0–4, 5–7)

SINÉAD MURPHY illustrated by SHANNON CRESHAM

A TIGER NAMED LEE

TINY TREE (PBK) 43PP £6.99 ISBN 9781919265895

This lovely book has a simple message that will resonate with all children about
being afraid to try new things or meet new people. Young tiger Lee is scared to leave
the safety of his tree for fear of possible scary creatures on the forest floor. His mum
is kind and patient, but then an accident forces him to flee and he discovers the
wonders of his world. The story will appeal to very young children and also older
siblings – it will be one to take out over the years, especially when new fears may
surface. (Age 0–4, 5–7)

JEANNE WILLIS illustrated by PADDY DONNELLY

HOM

This is the perfect book for toddlers obsessed with trucks, especially those enthralled
by the eternally fascinating fire engine and firefighters. The text and images combine
to show clearly what goes on in a fire house, on a fire truck and during a fire. The
flaps lift to reveal more information and to further involve young readers in the
action taking place on the page. The busyness and energy of a firefighter’s day is
captured simply and rounded off with a cup of tea! (Non-fiction, Age 2–4)

AOIFE GREENHAM

BIG DANCE

CHILD’S PL AY (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781786285683

Pippa is wowed, intrigued and worried in equal measure as she learns of the special
moves her family and friends are preparing for the upcoming Big Dance. What
if she doesn’t have any of her own? Or what if they’re rubbish? Or maybe it’s the
dance itself that is silly? Before she knows it, Pippa is having a sulk, and it will take
everyone’s understanding, patience and love to make her see that the dance can
only be ‘big’ if she takes part in it. This charming reflection on the individual and
the collective and how they can accommodate each other is complemented by an
absolute riot of colours and shapes. (Age 2–4)

JOHN KANE

THIS BOOK IS PANTS!

TEMPL AR BOOKS (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781787419230

ANDERSEN PRESS (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781783449958

Following a storm at sea, a shipwrecked boy forms an unlikely friendship with
a creature named Hom – the last surviving member of his kind, who inhabits
an otherwise deserted island. Their days are filled with carefree play and shared
learning, until a rescue ship lands ashore. The emotional connection between Hom
and the boy lies at the heart of their beautiful child-centred world, and the moral
dilemma facing the boy at the end of the story is bound to spark questions about
friendship, family and letting go. (Age 0–4, 5–7)
8

THE LAST SEAWEED PIE
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From the picturebook-creator who brought us I Say Ooh, You Say Aah and I Say
Boo, You Say Hoo comes the third instalment of his read-out-loud, laugh-out-louder
series. This Book Is Pants! – literally, as young readers are invited to recite the story
out loud and then hold the book itself in front of them and watch as the illustrated
pages magically become a pair of pants. Full of wordplay and wit, this interactive
intergalactic adventure will delight children everywhere. (Age 2–4)
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DAVID LUCAS illustrated by BRUCE INGMAN

MARY MURPHY illustrated by VICTORIA BALL

BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781408899854

WALKER BOOKS (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406388169

A giant baby is on the loose – a destroyer of kingdoms: can nothing stand in its way?
The king and queen don’t know what to do, and no one is listening to the princess,
the only voice of reason. Repetition and alliteration throughout make this a fantastic
read-aloud, and young readers will especially enjoy the glorious illustrations and
turning the book for one of the spreads. The lesson of the story is shown when the
‘princess’ easily resolves the ‘conflict’ by talking to the baby. (Age 2–4)

Naming your puppy can be great fun, but choosing a name that lasts forever is a
big commitment – we have to make sure it’s a good one! In Look, Puppy! our main
character receives inspiration from the world around her, with names like Apple,
Birdie, Skippy and Rose. This picturebook is a delight for young readers, with an
emphasis on playful words to pronounce, such as Waggy, Momo and Buddy-Boo.
Ball’s illustrations are warm and soft, with beautiful attention to light and texture.
(Age 2–4)

ATTACK OF THE GIANT BABY

LOOK, PUPPY!

SAM McBRATNEY illustrated by LINDA ÓLAFSDÓTTIR

MINDI AND THE GOOSE NO ONE ELSE
COULD SEE
WALKER BOOKS (HBK) 40PP £8.99 ISBN 9781406388657

Mindi has one of the most frightening monsters imaginable at the foot of her bed …
a great big goose! Her parents search high and low for the beast and insist it is not
real, but poor Mindi is the only person who can see it. Mindi’s dad seeks the help
of friendly farmer Austen, whose little goat comes to Mindi’s rescue. McBratney
wonderfully addresses one of childhood’s greatest fears to soothe young readers’
minds, while Ólafsdóttir’s illustrations beautifully capture the idyllic landscapes of
the Irish countryside. (Age 2–4)

ÁINE Ní GHLINN maisithe ag MR ANDO

DAIDÍ NA NOLLAG

AN tSNÁTHAID MHÓR (CLÚDACH CRUA) 26LCH £12.99 ISBN 9781912929214

Is bronntanas Nollag ar fheabhas do pháistí é an leabhar seo ón Laureate na nÓg
reatha. Is dán faoi Dhaidí na Nollag agus a liosta cáiliúil é! Tá na málaí líonta agus
an carr sleamhnáin réidh le himeacht ach níl Daidí na Nollag ag dul sa tseans –
seiceálann sé a liosta, agus seiceálann sé uair amháin eile é sula dtugann sé faoina
thuras gnóthach ag seachadadh bronntanas! Idir an dán agus na híomhánna, cuirtear
draíocht agus scleondar oíche Nollag in iúl go láidir. Éist go cúramach chun cloigíní
Dhaidí na Nollag a chloisteáil! (Aois 2–4)

ERIKA McGANN and GERRY DALY

PUFFLING AND THE EGG

THE O’BRIEN PRESS (HBK) 32PP €12.99 ISBN 9781788492485

Young fans of the very lovable Puffling will be delighted to see her return. Readers
will recall that this determined little bird rarely lets anything stand in her way. One
morning when she wakes on Skellig Michael, she finds a lost egg. She is determined
to find out who the egg belongs to and return it. So begins a journey that takes her
all over the island of Ireland. On her quest she makes lots of new friends, but most
exciting of all is guessing just who will hatch out of the egg! (Age 2–4)

ANNA McQUINN illustrated by ROSALIND BEARDSHAW

EMER O’NEILL illustrated by DEBBY RAHMALIA

THE SAME BUT DIFFERENT

GILL BOOKS (HBK) 32PP €14.99 ISBN 9780717192854

‘If we all looked just the same how boring life would be. The things that make
me different are the things that make me me!’ Representation matters, and the
importance of seeing yourself in a book cannot be underestimated. This book is a
gentle way to help all children celebrate diversity and inclusion and teaches the value
of empathy. The rhyming text takes Emer through a journey to self-acceptance, and
ultimately kindness and respect win the day. (Age 2–4)

LULU’S SLEEPOVER

AL ANNA MA X (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781907825385

Fans of this series will easily recognise Lulu, and newcomers will be happily
swept along by this instalment. Lulu is so excited – she is going to cousin Hani’s
for a sleepover! She has packed an outfit for every occasion, and just as well – her
sleepover is action-packed! There is painting and gardening and dress-up, and then
a movie with her aunties before bed. Perfectly pitched text and vibrant illustrations,
bookended by very sweet endpapers featuring pyjamas, make this the perfect read for
those heading off on their first sleepover! (Age 2–4)
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ZADIE SMITH and NICK LAIRD illustrated by MAGENTA FOX

WEIRDO

PUFFIN BOOKS (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780241449608

Bestselling authors Zadie Smith and Northern Ireland native Nick Laird make their
children’s début with Weirdo, a gentle and timely tale of being true to oneself. What
makes this title stand out – apart from the adorable lead character, a judo-loving
guinea pig trying to find her place in her new home – is the gentle voice carried
throughout the story and tender artwork, which offers a comforting message that we
should learn to embrace our differences and be proud of who we are. (Age 2–4)
I R I S H CH I LD R E N ’ S LITE R AT U R E 2021
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CAITRIONA SWEENEY

NOELLE ROCK illustrated by SASHA SAKHNEVICH

THE O’BRIEN PRESS (HBK) 32PP €12.99 ISBN 9781788492249

CURRACH BOOKS (HBK) 32PP €14.99 ISBN 9781782189282

In her début, author–illustrator Caitriona Sweeney has created an ode to the city
of Galway in a picturebook. In this retelling of the German fairy tale of Hansel
and Gretel with an Irish twist, we follow Seán and Gráinne on their quest to locate
a Claddagh ring for their mam’s birthday. Full of Irish charm, with recognisable
characters from our history and lore, this book will delight young readers as they
sift through the vibrant imagery of the landmarks of Galway City. This title is also
available as Gaeilge. (Age 2–4)

Many people believe that a visit from a robin is a sign that those beloved family
members we have lost through death have returned to visit us. This can be a
comforting thought to both young and old, and this concept is lovingly captured
in this rhythmic tale by Noelle Rock with accompanying digital artwork by Sasha
Sakhnevich. This picturebook subtly discusses what happens after the passing of a
loved one and may prove very helpful in alleviating young children’s concerns when
broaching this topic. (Age 2–6)

ÚNA WOODS

EOIN McLAUGHLIN illustrated by ROSS COLLINS

THE O’BRIEN PRESS (HBK) 32PP €12.99 ISBN 9781788492850

ORCHARD BOOKS (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781408354308

Our favourite Dublin Vampire returns in this fabulously illustrated picturebook.
The inky scenes perfectly capture the Dublin Vampire’s night-time adventures as he
and his friends decide it is time to venture outside of Dublin. Boarding a ghost bus,
they head off across the country, taking in well-known spooky Irish landmarks like
Loftus Hall and the Hill of Tara. The rhyming text will carry young readers all over
Ireland with the gentle message that perhaps there is no place like home. A fantastic
seasonal read! (Age 2–4)

Something is fishy – very, very fishy. This looks like a case for Inspector Penguin!
Fans of Secret Agent Elephant, a previous offering from this talented duo, will
recognise the style of this send-up of classic slapstick detective movies. This
stylish interactive picturebook has hidden clues throughout, so young readers
can ‘help’ Inspector Penguin on his mission to discover who has stolen Baron von
Buffetworth’s famous Diamondo del Mondo! (Age 3–5)

A GALWAY FAIRYTALE

A SPOOKTACULAR PLACE TO BE

INSPECTOR PENGUIN INVESTIGATES

NADIM illustrated by YASMEEN ISMAIL

JULIA DONALDSON aistrithe ag TADHG Mac DHONNAGÁIN
maisithe ag AXEL SCHEFFLER

WALKER BOOKS (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406399707

FUTA FATA (CLÚDACH BOG) 32LCH €9.95 ISBN 97819109457 73

TAKE OFF YOUR BRAVE: POEMS JUST FOR YOU
The poems included here are by five-year-old Nadim, transcribed by his mother.
Sometimes involving his whole nursery class, sometimes his sister, this collection is
about children’s voices being expressed and poetry being something accessible to all
of us. Supported by Yasmeen Ismail’s bright and energetic images, the poems tell us
about love, friendship, travel, Wednesdays, baddies, nature and much more. There is
both simplicity and specificity here, offering up beautiful pages to read and enjoy as
well as potential templates for a child’s own expression of emotions.
(Poetry, Age 2–4, 5–8)

CLEMENT C. MOORE illustrated by P. J. LYNCH

’TWAS THE NGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
WALKER BOOKS (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781406395884

First published in 1823, this poem by Clement C. Moore has endured for nearly
two hundred years, becoming a celebrated Christmas classic. Synonymous with the
festive season, it is adored by book lovers across the world, and readers of all ages
will be enamoured with this new offering from Walker Books. The perfect pairing
of Moore’s timeless words with master illustrator P.J. Lynch’s rich and evocative
watercolour illustrations make this a beautiful Christmas gift and keepsake that all
the family will enjoy. (Age 2–6)
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CÁ BHFUIL MO MHAM?

Is scéal spraíúil é seo ina bhfuil cuid mhór athrá agus a chuireann an scaoll a
bhaineann le dul ar strae ar a súile go séimh do pháistí óga. Tá Moncaí beag tar éis a
mháthair a chailleadh. Leantar Moncaí, le rannvéarsaíocht rithimiúil, agus é ar thóir
a mháthar le cuidiú ón Fhéileacán cineálta. Tar éis cúpla iarracht gan rath aimsíonn
sé a Dhaid agus insíonn seisean dó cá bhfuil Mamaí! Cuireann an maisiúchán
inaitheanta go mór leis an scéal sólásach seo agus is iomaí uair a dhéanfar sciotaíl
lena linn. (Aois 3–6)

ELANA MANNION illustrated by ERIN BROWN

THE HAPPY HEDGEROW

PIKKU PUBLISHING (HBK) 32PP £10.99 ISBN 9781999639891

The sun is up, and above ground the birds are happily delivering messages among
the trees, and below ground mole and his friends begin their day. All is well and
Old Oak is content in his idyllic field among his friends. It’s autumn and harvesting
has begun. This is a story about friendship and nature and taking in all the seasons.
At its heart, it is about finding the harmony and balance between farming and
conservation and being mindful to preserve and enjoy our natural surroundings.
(Age 3–6)
I R I S H CH I LD R E N ’ S LITE R AT U R E 2021
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KATE SHEEHY

SIOBHÁN PARKINSON illustrated by SHARON BERGIN

DK PUBLISHING (HBK) 32PP £9.99 ISBN 9780241453100

LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS (HBK) 32PP €16.99 ISBN 9781912417 797

A charming and gentle introduction to the world of gardening and growing your
own fruit and vegetables, featuring Ginger and Bob – a pair of guinea pigs who
plan ahead to organise their delicious harvest for the next year. Beginning with
tips explaining key concepts like how composting works, the story starts in winter,
when they must decide what to plant in the coming year. This is informative and
educational material of the best kind – small children will adore the colourful,
upbeat illustrations and will be keen to put their new knowledge to use. (Age 3–7)

This book perfectly captures the relentless busyness in the lead-up to Christmas.
Born on Christmas Eve, Evie has a special relationship with Christmas, and
like most children her age, she has wishes – many, many wishes! School plays,
pantomimes, baking, decorating, carol singers – this small book captures the
magnificence of the festive season perfectly. The spread of the arrivals hall, with
families hugging weary but excited travellers, is really special. The magic of snow,
twinkly lights, surprises, visitors and maybe, just maybe, wishes coming true is
irresistible. (Age 4–6)

GUINEA PIGS GO GARDENING

NICOLA COLTON

A DUBLIN CHRISTMAS
GILL BOOKS (HBK) 32PP €14.99 ISBN 9780717190843

This is a festive celebration of the magic of Christmas. Orla and her family are
getting ready for Christmas, and this usually means a visit from her gran. Orla is
so excited! But Gran is stuck at the airport because of a storm. And then the lights
go out. Orla can’t sleep so she sneaks downstairs to look at the Christmas tree, and
in the dark she sees something twinkling at the top. Eagle-eyed readers will enjoy
seeing some Dublin landmarks and older generations will enjoy seeing the ‘Swit
Swoo & Co. Ltd’ department store! (Age 4–6)

DAVID KING illustrated by RHIANNON ARCHARD

A HUG FOR YOU
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EVIE’S CHRISTMAS WISHES

OWEN CHURCHER illustrated by NIAMH SHARKEY

A FIELD GUIDE TO LEAFLINGS:
GUARDIANS OF THE TREES

TEMPL AR BOOKS (HBK) 40PP £12.99 ISBN 9781783425228

This interactive picturebook contains a wealth of tree knowledge. Combining
mythology and folklore with magic and facts, it is bursting with information. It
takes us around the world with our guides, the leaflings, who invite us into their
world. Learn about the familiar oak and holly, and the perhaps lesser-known and
fascinating kapok or Huangshan pine. The illustrations, flaps to lift and text will
keep busy readers entertained over many rereadings. This is a celebration of the
majesty and beauty of trees and all who love and protect them. (Age 4–8)

PATRICIA FORDE illustrated by ELĪNA BRASLIŅA

SANDYCOVE (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781844885855

IMAGINE!

There can’t be anybody in Ireland who has not received or sent a virtual hug over
the past twelve months. Inspirational Adam King stole our collective hearts when
he invited everyone to share his virtual hug, originally designed for his teacher, on
TV. This story is based on the real-life events since then. An ordinary hug became a
virtual hug in extraordinary times, when we couldn’t hug one another, and then took
on a life of its own – it has now even been to space! This is a story that shines as pure
and as bright as Adam himself. (Age 4–6)

This beautifully illustrated picturebook encourages children to overcome their fears
by imagining things that scare them dressed up in funny outfits or engaging in
ridiculous activities. Thus the pirates end up in fluffy party dresses; the ghosts eat ice
cream in the rain; and the monsters dance in fields of daisies! Every child will be able
to name a thing they fear and through visualisation and imagination possibly lay this
fear to rest – who can be afraid of a spider with eight mismatched shoes? (Age 4–8)

LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS (PBK) 32PP €9.99 ISBN 9781912417483

D.M. MULLAN illustrated by KIRSTEEN HARRIS-JONES

OLIVER JEFFERS

D.M. MULLAN’S CURIOUS TALES: HECTOR

THERE’S A GHOST IN THIS HOUSE

TINY TREE CHILDREN’S BOOKS (PBK) 26PP £6.99 ISBN 9781913230173

HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS (HBK) 44PP £20.00 ISBN 9780008298357

Meet Hector Van Groat – child genius and crazy inventor. His speciality is
haphazard inventions that amuse him but are not always functional. When a stray
snowball thrown by other children knocks him over, he thinks he has figured out
what his inventions are missing. Or has he? The wordy rhyming text does not always
hit its mark, but at its heart this is a story about the importance of friendship and
community and, most of all, fun! (Age 4–6)

There is so much to love about this stylish and unique picturebook. The transparent
paper that both conceals and reveals the trick is endlessly entertaining, and readers
will happily turn back and forth repeatedly. Children are fascinated by ghosts, and
while these ones are tricky to find, they are not remotely scary – in fact, they seem
like a whole lot of fun! This spooky, interactive game of hide-and-seek will have
young readers giggling while they make things appear and disappear at will.
(Age 4–8)
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FATTI BURKE

MALACHY DOYLE maisithe ag ANDREW WHITSON

NOSY CROW (HBK) 48PP £12.99 ISBN 9781788006583

AN tSNÁTHAID MHÓR (CRUA) 36LCH £7.99 ISBN 9781912929122

FIND TOM IN TIME: ANCIENT GREECE
Meet Tom (an ordinary boy), Granny Bea (an archaeologist) and Digby (a very
unadventurous cat) who together accidentally time travel to Ancient Greece. As
we follow Tom across the pages, we learn amazing facts about the country and this
period of history, while searching-and-finding lots of brilliantly hidden things on
every page. Burke’s stylised illustrations are a triumph, bursting with bustle and
colour – the endpapers are a particular treat. This fun, interactive book is part of a
series, guaranteed to keep children (and adults) entertained for hours!
(Non-fiction, Age 5–7)

Leabhar an-chomhaimseartha é seo, ceann is féidir linn go léir a thuiscint go maith.
Daoine a bhfuil an tsraith Muireann léite acu, aithneoidh siad ise agus a teaghlach sa
scéal seo. Cloiseann Muireann an nuacht faoi thinneas tubaisteach nua. Chun cosc
a chur air, níl cead ag duine ar bith teacht chuig an oileán ná imeacht. Ach tá daidí
deas Mhuirinne thall ar tír mór ag díol éisc. Tosaíonn Muireann ag cuidiú le daoine,
agus déanann gach duine a gcion chun na hoileáin a thabhairt slán ón dúshlán seo.
Also available in English as Molly and the Lockdown. (Aois 5–7)

RUTH DOYLE illustrated by ASHLING LINDSAY

NICOLA COLTON

JASPER & SCRUFF: THE GREAT CAT CAKE-OFF
STRIPES PUBLISHING (PBK) 96PP £5.99 ISBN 9781788952552

This is the fourth instalment of Jasper and Scruff’s adventures. Although an
unlikely pairing, this dynamic duo make for wonderful friends, and this time
they have opened a successful café. But their old enemies, the Sophisticats, open a
rival one across the road! This is a brilliant series for new readers taking the jump
from picturebooks. As well as being an exciting adventure, the book explores the
importance of friendship. With smart, snappy dialogue and puns galore, this book
will encourage lots of laughter. However, what really makes this book shine is the
illustrations. (Age 5–7)

SARAH CROSSAN illustrated by NICOLA COLTON

FIZZY AND THE PARTY

BLOOMSBURY EDUCATION (PBK) 48PP £4.99 ISBN 9781472970985

Fizzy and her mum are about to wind down, eat supper and head to bed one Tuesday
evening, but Fizzy has other plans! Mum needs some convincing, but eventually
the two head over to Mrs Crumbleboom’s party next door. Fizzy’s creativity and
bouncing energy lights up the room, while Mum just wants a quiet evening. Parents
and guardians will relate to Fizzy’s sneaky tactics to dress up after bath time and
her trips to the bathroom to prolong their stay at the party. The illustrations are also
fantastic. (Age 5–7)

MALACHY DOYLE illustrated by DENISE HUGHES

A HUNDRED AND ONE DAFFODILS

BLOOMSBURY EDUCATION (PBK) 46PP £4.99 ISBN 9781472988850

Aimed at young readers setting off on their own independent reading journeys, this
is the story of Dusty, a fox cub who cannot wait for her first spring. Her dad tells her
that she must find one hundred and one daffodils to prove that it really is spring so
she can attend the spring party. Young readers will adore the vibrant illustrations in
this lovely, gentle story, following Dusty on her own journey as she learns the power
of teamwork and friendship. (Age 5–7)
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DREAMS FOR OUR DAUGHTERS

ANDERSEN PRESS (HBK) 32PP £12.99 ISBN 9781783448524

This book calls on girls to become the leaders of the future, to aspire to anything
they want and to find their place in a world that is waiting for them. The illustrations
flow, pulling you happily through the story, and the lyrical prose skips and winds
wonderfully as it invites young girls to be an ‘imagination-navigator’, a ‘fire-cracking
moon-dancer’ or a ‘keeper of kindness’. This is a book that has never been needed
more. It should be in every library and on the shelf of every little girl. (Age 5–7)

JULIAN GOUGH illustrated by JIM FIELD

RABBIT & BEAR: A BAD KING IS A SAD KING
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS (HBK) 112PP £9.99 ISBN 9781444937466

Fewer forest-dwelling duos delight more than Rabbit and Bear, and our fifth visit
to their valley is as enjoyable as the others. Somebody new has arrived in their
neighbourhood and all is not well. The big and mean interloper wants to rule over
everyone. But Rabbit and Bear and their band of friends prove that teamwork does
indeed make the dream work. With a classic comedy double-act, laugh-out-loud
moments, glorious illustrations and a whole lot of heart, this series is just about
perfect. (Age 5–7)

SWAPNA HADDOW illustrated by SHEENA DEMPSEY

BAD PANDA

FABER (PBK) 192PP £6.99 ISBN 9780571352418

How can you be bad when you are just so adorably fluffy and cute? Well, Lin intends
to find out. She plans on being bad, very bad – an absolute rotter of a panda. But
things don’t go exactly to plan in this genuinely hilarious and heartfelt book. The
characters are great but it is the descriptions that really elevate this story, and the
book is highly illustrated throughout. This book is just funny. The text is funny.
The illustrations are funny. The characters are warm and funny. And the results are
funny. (Age 5–7)
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SUSANNAH LLOYD illustrated by PADDY DONNELLY

PAULINE DEVINE maisithe ag RÓISÍN CURÉ

FRANCES LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS (PBK) 40PP £6.99 ISBN 9780711256613

AN GÚM, FORAS NA GAEILGE (CLÚDACH BOG) 40LCH €8.50 ISBN 9781857919714

This funny and subversive tale pokes fun at a brave knight, whose self-proclaimed
mission is to find and slay a dragon. Despite the naysayers, he has complete selfconfidence and a map with an X saying ‘HERE BE DRAGONS’. As he begins his
quest, readers will delight in spotting the tell-tale signs and clues that the pompous
knight describes, yet fails to notice. The relationship between text and picture is
what makes this work so well. It feels like too short a time to spend in this world of
creatures and characters, so hopefully a return is imminent. (Age 5–7)

Tá Mamó ag fás rudaí ina gairdín go sona le cuidiú óna cairde beaga ar ainmhithe
iad, agus oibríonn a beacha go dian sa ghairdín chun an timpeallacht a choinneáil
sláintiúil. Ansin tarlaíonn eachtra, agus nuair a théann sí chun an mil bhreise
a bhailiú ón gcoirceog, feiceann sí go bhfuil sí scriosta! I gcomhluadar a cairde,
an coinín agus an luchóg (ag a bhfuil caipín fiagaí agus gloine formhéadúcháin
ollmhór!), téann siad ar thóir an duine a rinne an damáiste. Is scéal é seo ina
ndéantar ceiliúradh ar an tábhacht atá le beacha agus le cairdeas. Coinnigh súil
amach do na páipéir cheangail ghalánta. (Aois 5–8)

HERE BE DRAGONS

EOIN O’BRIEN illustrated by AUDREY DOWLING

FLOSSIE MCFLUFF: AN IRISH FAIRY
THE O’BRIEN PRESS (PBK) 32PP €8.99 ISBN 9781788492188

Flossie McFluff is a series of new Irish tales that will inspire children and adults to
search for fairies the next time they’re walking through the woods. The book brings
traditional Irish myths into a modern setting, with an unmistakeably modern Irish
voice serving as narrator. She is a feisty fairy who demonstrates the importance of
kindness and friendship with each tale. The stories told through rhyme, combined
with Dowling’s bright and colourful illustrations, will transport readers to Flossie’s
magical forest. Adventure and magic await anyone who opens this book. (Age 5–7)

JULIETTE SAUMANDE illustrated by TARSILA KRÜSE

MY LITTLE ALBUM OF IRELAND

THE O’BRIEN PRESS (HBK) 48PP €12.99 ISBN 9781788492195

This charming non-fiction picturebook captures life in modern Ireland, giving
snapshots of events and places all over the island. The careful selection of scenes is a
great strength, resulting in an excellent book to share with a child. The illustrations
contain small references to the history of each place or its well-known characters,
interspersed naturally with animals and items for children to find. Additionally, a
certain small character appears in every image, providing continuity to the scenes,
well-hidden enough to make finding them feel rewarding. (Non-fiction, Age 5–7)

BRIDGET BHREATHNACH
maisithe ag SHONA SHIRLEY MACDONALD

CLUASA CAPAILL AR AN RÍ
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Ó BHÓ, NA BEACHA!

JACKIE McCANN illustrated by A ARON CUSHLEY

IF THE WORLD WERE 100 PEOPLE
RED SHED (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9781405298070

This introduction to global citizenship for young readers is a brilliant tool for
opening up bigger conversations and getting children thinking about their place
in the world. It’s based on a much-used data-visualisation principle – reducing the
8 billion humans in the world to 100, with each human representing roughly 80
million people. What does this look like? Using percentage-based infographics and
illustrated facts, the information presented is accessible for young readers to absorb,
question and learn from. (Non-fiction, Age 5–8)

LUCINDA RILEY and HARRY WHITTAKER
illustrated by JANE RAY

GRACE AND THE CHRISTMAS ANGEL
MACMILL AN CHILDREN’S BOOKS (HBK) 56PP £12.99 ISBN 9781529049800

Grace and her brother are ready to perform in the Christmas Eve nativity play. But
their dad is the captain of a fishing boat, and stormy weather prevents him from
getting ashore to see Grace singing in front of the whole school. As Grace falls asleep,
she wishes for the storm to stop. Can Hope, the Christmas Angel, save the day and
bring the boats home safely for Christmas? Jane Ray’s distinctive paintings in rich
jewel tones bring great warmth to this comforting festive read. (Age 5–8)

DARA McANULTY illustrated by BARRY FALLS

FUTA FATA (CLÚDACH CRUA) 40LCH €14.95 ISBN 9781910945605

WILD CHILD: A JOURNEY THROUGH NATURE

Is aithinsint ghalánta é seo ar scéal béaloidis idirnáisiúnta. Insítear scéal Labhraí
Loingseach, prionsa a bhfuil rún mór á choinneál faoi cheilt aige: rugadh é agus
cluasa capaill air. Leantar Labhraí tríd an leabhair, óna óige uaigneach chuig a
aosacht mar rí, agus barbóir iontaofa nua á lorg aige chun a ghruaig a ghearradh
d’fhéile bhliantúil na ríochta agus a chluasa a choinneáil faoi rún ina dhiaidh sin.
Cuireann an pictiúirleabhar seo eispéireas thar a bheith draíochtúil agus tumthach
ar fáil don léitheoir ó chlúdach go clúdach. (Aois 5–7, 8–10)

Join young naturalist and author Dara McAnulty on a nature walk, and experience
the beauty and mysteries of the natural world that exist on your doorstep. Wild Child
encourages young people to look out of their windows, venture into their gardens
or woods and wander their local lands and riverbanks to connect with the natural
world. Barry Falls pays tribute to the beauty of nature with his bright and wonderful
double-page illustrations. (Non-fiction, Age 5–7, 8–12)
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MANCHÁN MAGAN illustrated by STEVE DOOGAN

TREE DOGS, BANSHEE FINGERS AND OTHER
IRISH WORDS FOR NATURE
GILL BOOKS (HBK) 96PP €17.99 ISBN 9780717192557

The only hint of colour in this book comes on the cover, which might seem odd for
a nature book, but nothing could be further from the truth. The black-on-white
linocuts alongside the bronze graphic-design elements carry such vibrancy that
when matched with text so rich and visually descriptive in its telling of colours and
textures the result is stunning in its dynamism. A glossary with helpful phonetic
pronunciations brings this absolute gem of a book to a fitting end. A love letter to
our national language. (Non-fiction, Age 5–7, 8–12)

GÉRARD MONCOMBLE aistrithe ag PATRICIA Mac EOIN

MISE MÁIRE TREASE MÍ-ABHA:
NÁ BAIN LE MO CHÚISÍN

FUTA FATA (CLÚDACH BOG) 32LCH €5.95 ISBN 9781910945667

Is é seo an cúigiú leabhar faoi eachtraí Shibéal agus a cait, Máire Treasa Mí-Abha,
agus is mór an spórt é do dhaoine a bhfuil grá acu do chait. Is cat an-taitneamhach
é an príomhcharachtar, agus is ansa léi a bheith ag codladh ar a cúisín. Ar an
drochuair, áfach, is mian leis na daoine daonna é a ní! Mar thoradh air sin bíonn an
teach ina chíor thuathail, an cineál trioblóide a chruthaíonn cat corraithe cantalach.
Ach is téacs soléite spraíúil atá ann, go háirithe le haghaidh léitheoirí neamhspleácha
agus tagann na léaráidí go han-mhaith leis an scéal drámatúil a thiteann amach.
Tuigfidh aon duine a bhfuil cat acu an scéal go maith. (Aois 6–8)

LUCY KENNEDY illustrated by PHILIP CULLEN

THE FRIENDSHIP FAIRIES GO TO CAMP
GILL BOOKS (HBK) 160PP €12.99 ISBN 9780717189663

This is the third instalment of the Friendship Fairies, and we are off on another
adventure. Just like regular girls, they are always messing about and having fun
together, and this time they are off to Camp Tír na nÓg for the summer. We learn
about looking after animals and the environment, and as with all good friendship
stories, there is lots of fun, camaraderie and adventures. A timeless story about
making friends and fitting in. (Age 6–9)

GRÁINNE HOLLAND maisthe ag MR ANDO

CEOL NA SIÓG

AN tSNÁTHAID MHÓR (CLÚDACH CRUA) 22LCH £20.00 ISBN 9781912929139

Nuair a bhíonn focail, íomhánna agus ceol ag obair as lámha a chéile, bíonn draíocht
ann. Sa leabhar seo, a bhfuil dlúthdhiosca ag gabháil leis, tá dhá amhrán déag le
Gráinne Holland. Tá léaráidí le Mr Ando (Andrew Whitson) ag gabháil le gach
amhrán agus tá siad á gcanadh go binn ag Seán Óg Graham ar an dlúthdhiosca,
le tionlacan ó Niamh Dunne agus Brian Finnegan. Éiríonn go han-mhaith leis an
gcomhshaothar seo, nó léirítear mistéir agus draíocht tharraingteach an dúlra leis an
gceol agus an leabhar, agus déantar iad a cheiliúradh. (Aois 6–10)
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NATALIA O’HARA and LAUREN O’HARA

FRINDLESWYLDE

WALKER BOOKS (HBK) 40PP £14.99 ISBN 9781406388961

Cora and her grandmother live in a house in the woods. The rule is clear: when the
first snow falls, never let the light out, never let winter in. Winter, in this tale steeped
in magic, folklore and literary references, takes the form of a selfish, lazy, cunning
boy: Frindleswylde. When the rule is broken, Cora must rescue Granny and the light
from the frozen underworld. An adventure story, and a poetic narrative with great
attention to phrasing and sonority, it is also a parable on the cycle of the seasons and
the stages of childhood. (Age 6–10)

SIMON PHILIP illustrated by SHEENA DEMPSEY

FRED: WIZARDING WONDER

SIMON & SCHUSTER (PBK) 224PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471169120

In the third instalment of this series, we rejoin Fred, who is still, unfortunately,
not very good at wizarding. But he is very good at accepting a challenge! Invited
to a really important magic camp, he finds himself surrounded by the very best
magicians. How will he live up to everyone’s expectations when all he’s good at is
worrying? Will he surprise everyone, especially himself? This delightfully illustrated
story is a great way to talk about self-worth and celebrating unique abilities.
(Age 6–10)

LINDSAY J SEDGWICK illustrated by ROSA DEVINE

WULFIE: SAVES THE PLANET

LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS (PBK) 168PP €8.00 ISBN 9781912417 780

This is the third adventure for Libby and Wulfie, her loyal and magical wolfish best
friend. Libby needs to come up with the very best school project, and who better
to help her than Wulfie. Fans of the series will know that where Wulfie is involved
nothing is straightforward! With just the right amount of mischief and plenty of
laughs, this story touches on the more serious issue of climate change, specifically
how we can all do our bit to make a collective difference. (Age 6–10)

LUCY COURTENAY illustrated by SHEENA DEMPSEY

MERMAID SCHOOL: SAVE OUR SEAS
ANDERSEN PRESS (PBK) 128PP £6.99 ISBN 9781839130489

The fifth instalment of this charming series comes with an environmental message.
Marnie Blue is horrified when plastic and other rubbish starts ruining their lagoon
and causing problems for the underwater animals. She bands together with her
friends to clean up, to find out where the pollution is coming from and to fix
the problem for good. This is a charming tale about friendship, loyalty and the
environment. The prose is efficient while still rich with detail, and Dempsey’s
illustrations are delightful. (Age 7–9)
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MICHAEL EGAN

DECLAN KIRBY, GAA STAR:
CHAMPIONSHIP JOURNEY

GILL BOOKS (PBK) 160PP €8.99 ISBN 9780717190485

Meet Declan Kirby, the sports-mad star of a new series for young readers. Declan
plays for Smithgreen Gaelic football club – a newly formed GAA team just starting
out on their campaign. They have the talent, but will their path to the final be a
smooth one? Beset by challenges on the pitch and in the club, and with Declan
facing some challenges at home as well, can they do enough to make their dreams
come true? The start of a great series for all young sports fans. (Age 7–9)

DOREEN McBRIDE

IRISH ANIMAL FOLK TALES FOR CHILDREN
THE HISTORY PRESS (PBK) 192PP £12.00 ISBN 9780750993722

Doreen McBride is renowned for her retellings of well-known folklore and new
stories, and this collection is no different. Gathering much-loved stories with animals
at their heart, the storyteller weaves these in between new classics. These tall tales are
all illustrated by the author’s own black-and-white line drawings and delivered in a
recognisably irreverent tone. Lots of fun, especially for those who love animals (great
and small). (Age 7–9)

KATIE O’DONOGHUE

THE LITTLE SQUIRREL WHO WORRIED
GILL BOOKS (HBK) 64PP € 12.99 ISBN 9780717192304

This book has all the feel of a classic, with full-colour vignettes scattered throughout
its chapters. Grounded in both the art and science of psychotherapy, the story of
Little Squirrel, who is worried about venturing outside to stock up for winter, serves
as both a timely and recognisable story to young and old. We have all lived through
extraordinary times, and this book gently teaches coping techniques, the value of
friendship and asking for help and the importance of knowing we are not alone. It
would also work as a read-aloud for younger audiences. (Age 7–9)
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MELVIN BURGESS illustrated by CHRIS MOULD

COUNT

ANDERSEN PRESS (PBK) 176PP £6.99 ISBN 9781783449880

We all know a boy like Brandon: he likes to boast about how good he is at things and
never backs down from a challenge. So when he is invited to count to ten million,
he sets about the task. Annoying at first, his counting soon takes on a life of its own,
and fame and social media consume everything. Will Brandon be able to manage or
will the numbers and the fans take over his life? A fun story that gently flags fleeting
internet fame as less important than remembering who you are. (Age 7–10)

DERMOT O’LEARY illustrated by NICK EAST

TOTO THE NINJA CAT AND
THE LEGEND OF THE WILDCAT

HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS (HBK) 224PP £9.99 ISBN 9781444961676

Toto, her brothers, Silver and Socks, and her best friend, Catface, return in this
fifth instalment of their ninja adventures – this time we head deep into the Scottish
highlands. Toto and Co., through a series of unfortunate events, have found
themselves at a boot camp for naughty animals, but all is not as it seems. This is a
fun, fast adventure with plenty of interesting characters and scenarios, carried along
by wonderful funny illustrations from Nick East. A great book to read alone but even
more fun to share a chapter of at bedtime! (Age 7–10)

KIERAN CROWLEY illustrated by JAMES LANCETT

THE SANTA LIST

SCHOL ASTIC (PBK) 256PP £6.99 ISBN 97807023097 79

Siblings Aisling and Joe are a handful, and since October all the babysitters have
refused to look after them. It’s now December and everyone knows everyone is good
in December. But it’s too late: Mrs Grough from the Granite & Steel Babysitting
Company has arrived, and she has written to Santa to put them on his naughty list.
Desperate to put things right, they set off on an adventure to steal Santa’s list so no
one knows who has been naughty or nice. This is an action-packed festive adventure
about learning the value of doing the right thing. (Age 7–11)

NOEL FITZPATRICK illustrated by JAMES LANCETT

GILL BOOKS (HBK) 64PP €12.99 ISBN 9780717192243

VETMAN AND HIS BIONIC ANIMAL CLAN

Every year is so busy, and this past year has been extraordinary. So how can you
possibly cram the whole year into one book? Well, hold onto your hats – the answer
is this! You take sixty-four pages and fill them to bursting with facts, science, history
and sport, alongside activities, word searches, puzzles, recipes, music and games,
all combined with vibrant illustrations and photos. These annual round-ups from
Gill Books are becoming as festive as a selection box in your stocking on Christmas
morning! (Non-fiction, Age 7–10)

Fans of the Supervet TV show will recognise the name of Professor Noel Fitzpatrick,
a real-life world-renowned neuro-orthopaedic veterinary surgeon. In his first book
for children, he brings us Vetman and his trusty sidekicks, who all happen to be
bionic animals that he has rescued over the years. Together, this motley crew must
defeat The Man with No Name and rescue all the animals. This is a fun animal
adventure, with black-and-white line drawings that carry the story along. (Age 7–11)
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HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS (HBK) 336PP £12.99 ISBN 9781444965902
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JACKIE HURLEY
illustrated by VARIOUS IRISH ILLUSTRATORS

GIRLS PLAY TOO: MORE INSPIRING STORIES OF
IRISH SPORTSWOMEN
MERRION PRESS (HBK) 64PP €14.95 ISBN 9781785374081

Sports journalist Jackie Hurley returns with more Irish sportswomen’s inspiring
stories. We previously met now-household-names such as Kellie Harrington and
Rachel Blackmore. In this edition we meet stars in sports as varied as hockey and
surfing and horseracing and football. The illustrations accompanying each biography
are a wonderful addition, showcasing different Irish female illustrators. Highly
recommended for any school library as a non-fiction addition likely to inspire new
hobbies, role models and aspirations in all its readers. (Non-fiction, Age 7–11)

FREDDIE ALEXANDER illustrated by HELEN O’HIGGINS

MR SPICEBAG

HARPERCOLLINS IREL AND (HBK) 240PP £12.99 ISBN 9780008473112

For children and adults alike, those who have eaten a spice bag and those who have yet
to try one, Mr Spicebag is an experience like no other. Freddie Alexander immediately
draws the reader into the origin story of the ‘real’ spice bag. We explore the plot through
the central character, George, who notices a mysterious change in his town following
the arrival of Mr Spicebag’s chipper. The story follows the unfolding of the mystery, full
of magic, adventure and engaging characters. There is a suggestion of morality in the
story’s contrast between the greed of humanity and fairness. (Age 8+)

FLORA DELARGY

RESCUING TITANIC: A TRUE STORY OF QUIET
BRAVERY IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC

WIDE EYED EDITIONS (HBK) 80PP PRICE ISBN 9780711262768

In this remarkable début, writer–illustrator Delargy tells the story of a group of
ordinary people who became heroes in a time of crisis, celebrating the best of
humanity while also sensitively acknowledging the heartbreak and suffering caused
on that fateful night. The action of the story jumps between the impossibly large and
luxurious Titanic and the modest, unremarkable Carpathia. The text flows seamlessly
while explaining and informing; the illustrations, a mix of bold two-page spreads
and small, highly detailed panels, are breathtaking. Sweeping scenes of panicked
crowds and small quiet moments are captured with equal skill. (Non-fiction. Age 8+)

PAUL O’FLYNN

GÁIRDÍN MHÁIRE NA mBLÁTH

AN GÚM, FORAS NA GAEILGE (CLÚDACH BOG) 32LCH €8.50 ISBN 9781857919721

Scéal álainn faoin gcaidreamh idirghlúine a thagann faoi bhláth nuair a chuireann
Máire na mBláth aithne ar phobal na scoile áitiúla. Mar a thuigfeá óna hainm féin,
is garraíodóir den scoth í agus tá cáil uirthi agus ar a gairdín ildaite bláthanna fud
fad an pharóiste. Cuireann stíl éadromchroíoch mhaisitheoireachta Feeney leis an
atmaisféar séimh sa scéal. Spreagann an scéal thú maireachtáil i dtiúin leis an dúlra
agus tosaíonn an léitheoir ag machnamh faoin gcúram comhshaoil a luaithe is a
osclaíonn sé na páipéir cheangail. (Aois 8–10)

PATRICIA FORDE maisithe ag LAUREN O’NEILL

Ó AM GO hAM

FUTA FATA (CLÚDACH CRUA) 60LCH €8.95 ISBN 9781910945759

Scéal foirfe do dhaoine ar spéis leo an eachtraíocht agus dóibh siúd a bhfuil suim
bheag acu san fhicsean stairiúil! Dar le hAoife go bhfuil a teaghlach go léir dúghafa
leis an stair, agus ní thuigeann sí cén fáth. Tá fonn uirthi é sin a fhiosrú agus mar
sin téann sí chuig an tseanmhainistir i lár na hoíche – agus is ansin a thosaíonn
an eachtraíocht! An litreoireacht Cheilteach atá ag tús gach caibidil, cuireann sí
sean-lámhscríbhinní i gcuimhne don léitheoir, agus cuireann sí leis an eispéireas
tumthach léitheoireachta. Níl an stair leath chomh leamh is a shíl Aoife! (Aois 8–10)

JESS KIDD

EVERYDAY MAGIC

CANONGATE BOOKS (PBK) 304PP £6.99 ISBN 9781838850203

In this playful tale of magic and bravery, we meet newly orphaned Alfie – the son
of two very ‘careless’ parents. He is surprised to discover he has two aunts, and even
more startled to learn they’re witches. Gertrude’s delighted to welcome him to the
magical world, while Zita – who denounces him as a ‘scaredy-jelly’ – feels he’d be
better off pickled. A new friendship and a threat from the nasty Head Witch propel
Alfie towards discovering he can be courageous after all – a worthwhile message for
young readers. Ultimately a warm, funny adventure story with a suitably gentle level
of menace. (Age 8–10)

KING HENRY: HENRY SHEFFLIN,
IRISH SPORTING LEGEND

STEPHEN MANGAN illustrated by ANITA MANGAN

Follow Irish hurling legend Henry Shefflin’s journey from his early childhood
dreams to being regarded as the greatest hurler of all time. Experience his career,
the defeats and victories that led to Leinster and National Hurling League medals,
to a record ten All-Ireland medals, to All-Star glory. An accessible and entertaining
biography, especially appealing for reluctant readers and for all young sports fans,
not just those from Kilkenny! Written by RTÉ Sport presenter and journalist Paul
O’Flynn, with all the thrill and excitement of compelling sport commentary.
(Non-fiction, Age 8+)

This is a laugh-out-loud adventure romp with a slightly surreal twist. Fans of The
Crystal Maze or puzzles in general will enjoy the challenges thrown in Jack and
Cally’s path as they try and escape the strange world they have fallen into. The text
is accompanied by black-and-white illustrations. At its heart, this is a story about
friendship and kindness, a story about facing grief and finding help in unexpected
places, about triumph over adversity. (Age 8–10)

GILL BOOKS (HBK) 174PP €9.99 ISBN 9780717190829
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ESCAPE THE ROOMS

SCHOL ASTIC (PBK) 256PP £6.99 ISBN 9781407193625
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RACHEL PIERCE
illustrated by VARIOUS IRISH ILLUSTRATORS

IRELAND: THE PEOPLE, THE PLACES,
THE STORIES
SCHOL ASTIC (HBK) 112PP £12.99 ISBN 9780702302411

This book is bright, it’s fun and it’s brimming with fascinating facts and tall tales
about our lovely island. A delightful foreword from comedian Dara Ó Briain is the
perfect introduction, as he explains the roots of storytelling in Ireland and why a lot
of stories need to be taken with a pinch of salt. One of the highlights of the book
is how beautiful it is. Ten Irish illustrators were chosen to each illustrate a different
section, and the results are wonderful. It also means that there are ten uniquely
designed Ireland maps that look like they could be art prints. (Non-fiction, Age 8–10)

AMY BOND

MORGANA MAGE: IN THE ROBOTIC AGE
CHICKEN HOUSE (PBK) 303PP £6.99 ISBN 9781913322274

Morgana Mage is an eleven-year-old witch who cannot do magic. After a trip to the
nearby city with her father, Morgana is enchanted by how humans have advanced
without magic, instead using technology. Morgana decides to enrol in the non-witch
school in the city to study robotics. The world the author creates provides a vibrant
and easily engaging background. Morgana’s journey is full of mistakes and learning
experiences, and with these the reader can grow and hopefully see the world in a
fresh way through her enthusiastic and captivated eyes. (Age 8–10, 10–12)

AN RÁS CHUIG AN MOL THUAIDH

FUTA FATA (CLÚDACH BOG) 130LCH €7.95 ISBN 9781910945704

Scéal éachtach é An Rás chuig an Mol Thuaidh ina bhfuil Gaeilge snasta siansach
curtha ag Fearghas Mac Lochlainn ar scéal faoi shaol Matthew Henson. Leaid óg ab
ea Matthew nuair a theith sé ón mbaile agus óna leasmháthair nár chaith go maith
leis. D’éirigh leis éalú go Meiriceá agus sháraigh sé neart dúshlán. Le friotal saibhir
lán le misneach, tugann an scéal seo ar aistear muid a phléann na dúshláin a bhíonn
roimh dhaoine de bharr a n-oidhreachta, a gcreidimh, a gcúlra nó dath a gcraicinn.
(Aois 8–10, 10–12)

DEREK KEILTY illustrated by MARK ELVINS

FLYNTLOCK BONES: THE EYE OF MOGDROD
SCALLY WAG PRESS (PBK) 176PP £6.99 ISBN 9781912650675

In the second book in this swashbuckling trilogy, we plunge straight into the action,
and it races along at breakneck speed. The Eye of Mogdrod tells the story of two young
pirate detectives, Flynn and Red, and their crew, who travel the high seas solving
crimes. It is packed with enormous fun and rollicking adventure, and the style of
writing encourages reluctant readers to keep turning the pages. Readers will be
looking forward to the next book to find out what adventures await these brave and
daring pirate investigators. (Age 8–10, 10–12)

JEFF KINNEY aistrithe ag MÁIRÍN Nic CON IOMAIRE

JOHN HEARNE

THE VERY DANGEROUS SISTERS OF INDIGO
MCCLOUD

DIALANN DLÚTHCHARA:
LEABHAR RÚNDA ROWLEY JEFFERSON

LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS (PBK) 224PP €8.99 ISBN 9781912417 766

FUTA FATA (CLÚDACH CRUA) 224LCH €9.95 ISBN 9781910945636

Writing a dystopian world that is laugh-out-loud funny is no mean feat, but to
create such an environment for young readers is nothing short of extraordinary.
Indigo finds himself the unwilling hero of the tale, battling against his formidably
vindictive sisters as they terrorise the town of Blunt and monopolise income from
door-to-door calendar sales. His quest to stop them from harming dissenters is
dramatic, absurd and absolutely compelling. The story will come to young readers
with freshness and wild humour, stretching their ideas about how far-fetched fiction
can be. (Age 8–10, 10–12)

Aon duine a bhfuil aithne aige ar an tsraith ‘Dialann Dúradáin’, aithneoidh sé ainm
Rowley Jefferson. Is cara le fada é de chuid Greg Heffley, a choinnigh taifead ar a
scoilbhlianta ina dhialann cháiliúil. Anois tá sé in am do Rowley a thaobhsa den
scéal a insint! Seans nach bhfuil Greg chomh maith sin mar chara agus a shíleann
sé. A bhuí leis na pictiúir líníochta sho-aitheanta agus an téacs atá spréite amach, is
leabhar sothuigthe é seo fiú don léitheoir is drogallaí. (Aois 8–10, 10–12)

PAUL HOWARD illustrated by LEE COSGROVE

THE WAY TO IMPOSSIBLE ISLAND

ALDRIN ADAMS AND THE CHEESE NIGHTMARES
PUFFIN (HBK) 432PP £10.99 ISBN 9780241441671

Aldrin Adams’s life is filled with cheese – his dad owns a cheesemongers (C’est
Cheese!), there is no such thing as a ‘too cheesy’ pun, and he is in possession of an
extraordinary superpower. Just before bedtime, when Aldrin eats cheese (the stinkier
the better), it allows him to enter other people’s dreams. While he is trying to figure
all of this out, the villainous Habeas Grusselvart is trying to steal his power for his
own evil ends. This book deals with issues of grief and loss as well as teaching the
value of standing up for yourself. (Age 8–10, 10–12)
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aistrithe ag FEARGHAS Mac LOCHLAINN
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SOPHIE KIRTLEY

BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS (PBK) 320PP £6.99 ISBN 9781526616302

Mothgirl and Dara each set out on their own journey: Mothgirl to find her brother
and Dara to get to Lathrin Island by himself, fed up with waiting for an operation to
help his heart condition. The inclusion of a map at the beginning of the book marks
the start of this excellent time-slip novel – Mothgirl and Dara are from the same
place, but eons apart. Told from alternating perspectives, this is a sequel but reads as
a standalone. Accepting yourself as you are, not as you or others want you to be, is
the key message. (Age 8–10, 10–12)
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IAN MARK illustrated by LOUIS GHIBAULT

SARAH WEBB

FARSHORE (HBK) 304PP £12.99 ISBN 9780755501946

THE O’BRIEN PRESS (PBK) 320PP €12.99 ISBN 9781788492478

This is the start of a monstrously funny new adventure series – expect many instalments
to follow. We meet Jack, our narrator, just as his life has taken something of a turn – an
ogre has appeared in his garden! He swiftly finds himself in the care of Stoop, a monster
hunter to whom he is apprenticed to learn the fine art of monster hunting. The short
chapters, pitch-perfect (and hilarious) illustrations and rip-roaring pace make this such
an accessible read – on top of that, it is riotously funny. (Age 8–10, 10–12)

The story of the tenement houses on Henrietta Street in Dublin is one that
will interest children, and for those who are not aware of the current issue of
homelessness, it serves as a reminder of the ongoing nature of this societal issue
and could be a catalyst for discussion and reflection. The characters of the narrator,
Eliza, her brother, Jonty, and her new friend, Annie, are sympathetically drawn. The
facts about bees at the start of each chapter are nicely connected to the book’s title.
Overall, a timely book that will appeal to children who enjoy stories with a historical
setting. (Age 8–10, 10–12)

MONSTER HUNTING FOR BEGINNERS

ERIKA McGANN illustrated by PHILIP CULLEN

TABITHA PLIMTOCK AND THE EDGE OF THE WORLD
THE O’BRIEN PRESS (PBK) 272PP €10.00 ISBN 9781788492492

Tabitha Plimtock is terribly mistreated by her horrid relatives. Determined and
passionate, she manages to view her home at the edge of the world with interest and
admiration. Dutifully climbing up and down the edge each day, Tabitha learns about
the detrimental effects of global warming and the imminent rise of people eating
monsters. A kindred spirit, Dr Wendy Sherbeck, shows Tabitha how to use her inherent
curiosity to save the world. Captivating illustrations bring Tabitha’s quirky world closer
to the edge of imagination’s grip. (Age 8 –10, 10 –12)

THE LITTLE BEE CHARMER OF HENRIETTA STREET

DERMOT WHELAN illustrated by FINTAN TAITE

NONI AND THE GREAT CHAWWWKLIT MYSTERY
GILL BOOKS (HBK) 272PP €12.99 ISBN 9780717191857

Fans of morning radio will already know all about Noni, who appears regularly
on the Dermot & Dave show on Today FM. Here her story (and humour) has been
adapted for a younger audience. But for those new to all things Noni, be prepared for
a slapstick whodunnit adventure. Ireland’s chocolate supply (stored under Thomond
Park in Limerick) is under threat – someone is trying to poison the stores and ruin it
for everybody. It’s up to Noni, her young sidekicks and dreamy rugby player Chunks
McSturdy to save the town! Expect lots of mayhem. (Age 8–10, 10–12)

AILBHE Nic GIOLLA BHRIGHDE

GO CEANN SCRÍBE

FUTA FATA (CLÚDACH BOG) 70LCH €7.75 ISBN 9781910945520

Tá an saol deacair do Mhaidhcí nuair a bhuaileann muid leis ag tús an scéil seo. Tá sé
ag obair ar róbat a thógáil do chomórtas mór na scoileanna lena dhlúthchara Joe ach níl
siad ag réiteach go maith lena chéile agus gach uair a thugann siad faoin obair, bíonn
siad ag argóint go fíochmhar. Tá Mam agus Daid ag argóint freisin agus ní thuigeann
Maidhcí go díreach céard atá ag tarlú eatarthu. Caitear go tuisceanach comhbhách leis
an staid dheacair ina bhfuil Maidhcí agus a thuismitheoirí ar tí scaradh – an brú agus
imní atá air agus na pianta a thagann air dá bharr. (Aois 8–10, 10–12)

RONAN MOORE

FIONN AND THE FIANNA
GILL BOOKS (PBK) 208PP €8.99 ISBN 9780717191000

This is the second in the series documenting the young life of the legendary Irish
warrior Fionn McCumhaill. We first met an idealistic Fionn in Young Fionn. Now a
teenager, with his wolfhound by his side, Fionn leads the band of warrior Fianna on
a series of adventures that draw inspiration from well-known folk tales. Introducing
readers to Fionn as a young person makes his story more accessible, and these stories
breathe life into a well-loved mythological figure. (Age 9–11)

DAVID O’DOHERTY illustrated by CHRIS JUDGE

THE SUMMER I ROBBED A BANK

PUFFIN BOOKS (PBK) 304PP £6.99 ISBN 9780241362235

Over-protective parents, a tendency to ‘shutdown’ when things get too much and a
chronic fear of water make Rex a very unlikely candidate for a summer of gallivanting
on an island, camping on the side of a mountain (in torrential rain) and, indeed,
robbing a bank. Yet, when his parents separate and he has no choice but to stay with
wild, funny, unpredictable Uncle Derm on Achill Island, Rex finds that he is not so illsuited to the role after all. Overall, a brilliant snort-out-loud read with surprising heart.
(Age 8–10, 10–12)
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ANN MURTAGH

THE KIDDS OF SUMMERHILL
THE O’BRIEN PRESS (PBK) 288PP €8.99 ISBN 9781788492317

It’s 1945 in Dublin and the Kidd family is reeling after their mother has died and
they are left orphans. Nancy, as the eldest Kidd, must ensure that their family can
survive and that they can escape the notice of the ‘Cruelty Men’, who often split up
families like hers and send them to industrial schools. Rooted in the final months of
World War II and featuring Ireland’s first presidential election, Ann Murtagh’s The
Kidds of Summerhill is a wonderful read for fans of history. (Age 9–11)
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GABRIEL ROSENSTOCK maisithe ag AONGUS Ó COILEÁIN

SINÉAD O’HART

AN GÚM, FORAS NA GAEILGE (CLÚDACH BOG) 124LCH €8.00 ISBN 9781857919745

STRIPES PUBLISHING (PBK) 384PP £6.99 ISBN 9781788953054

Is é atá sa leabhar seo ná cnuasach de ghearrscéalta suimiúla ina bhfiosraíonn
ceathrar bhleachtaire óga eachtraí neamhghnácha agus aisteacha mórthimpeall
orthu. ‘Is le chéile a thiocfaimid ar réiteach’ an mana atá ag Brian, Lakshmi, Síle
agus Tomáisín agus iad i mbun fiosrachta. Bí ullamh do réimse scéalta greannmhara,
dainséaracha agus brónacha ó pheann Gabriel Rosenstock ina spreagtar suim an
léitheora ón nóiméad a thógann duine den Cheathrar a leabhar nóta amach. Léaráidí
bríomhara tríd an leabhar seo a oireann do dhaltaí ó Rang 3 ar aghaidh. (Aois 9–11)

An orphaned circus tumbler, Bastjan has grown up hearing amazing tales of his
mother’s famed aerial act. When the circus falls on hard times, the cruel ringmaster
forces Bastjan onto the doomed trapeze and promises Bastjan’s only memento, a
box of curious objects from his mother’s faraway homeland, to the mysterious Dr
Bauer. Bastjan soon unravels a terrible legacy and sets out to correct it. With vibrant
characters, immersive settings and a thrilling plot, O’Hart mixes fantasy, steampunk
and the circus to magical effect. (Age 9–12)

NICK SHERIDAN illustrated by DAVID O’CONNELL

SAM THOMPSON illustrated by ANNA TROMOP

BLEACHTAIRÍ BEAGA BHAILE ÁTHA CLIATH

BREAKING NEWS: HOW TO TELL WHAT’S REAL
FROM WHAT’S RUBBISH
SIMON & SCHUSTER DEC 2021 (PBK) 176PP £9.99 ISBN 9781398506787

In this informative and often hilarious children’s début, journalist Nick Sheridan
gives readers a whistle-stop tour of the world of news, both real and fake. A brief
history of the papers takes us from the Romans to the present day, while tips and
practice-runs train budding ‘newshounds’ to ‘sniff out the true from the poo’ in the
modern media. Breaking News empowers readers to cut through the noise, including
advice for the times when it all gets too loud. A must-read for all young news
consumers. (Non-fiction, Age 9–11)

GORDON D’ARCY and PAUL HOWARD

GORDON’S GAME: LIONS ROAR
SANDYCOVE (HBK) 432PP £11.99 ISBN 9781844885299

WOLFSTONGUE

LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS (PBK) 129PP €10.99 ISBN 9781912417 759

Wolfstongue follows Silas, a young boy who enters a world of talking animals and
befriends a family of wolves. Enslaved by cruel foxes, led by the menacing Reynard,
the wolves need Silas’s help to free themselves. Silas is faced with the dual challenge
of freeing the foxes and struggling with his own speech problems. Wolfstongue is
written with sparse, elegant prose and a keen sense of adventure. A beautiful blend of
fantasy and realism, this book is a wonderful celebration of diversity and acceptance.
(Age 9–14)

DAVID McCULLOUGH illustrated by GRAHAM CORCORAN

THE GREAT IRISH POLITICS BOOK
GILL BOOKS (HBK) 96PP €22.99 ISBN 9780717190287

Gordon D’Arcy is back for a third instalment. Young Gordon has achieved great
things – a Six Nations championship with Ireland and a European Cup with
Leinster, all while still at school! But another challenge presents itself now: the
chance to play for the British and Irish Lions, but first he has to overcome an injury.
The combination of Paul Howard’s writing prowess and Gordon D’Arcy’s estimable
rugby insights is a winning one. Despite its length, the novel is pacy, exciting and
genuinely funny. A must for all rugby fans! (Age 9–12)

In the introduction, politics is explained as both the big decisions made by
government and the ‘small’ decisions we make every day. All decisions have a cause
and effect and that is politics. The historical context of Ireland’s journey to a republic
and a democracy takes us from clans, via the monarchy, to today’s political system,
which is explained in detail. Taxes, elections, the constitution, referendums, rights
and issues, media and Ireland’s place on the global stage are all covered. This book
does a brilliant job of breaking down politics for younger readers.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–15)

SINÉAD MORIARTY

PAUL COOMEY

THE NEW GIRL

STICK BOY

Ruby’s family life centres around her brother Robbie’s disabilities. Her parents are
at breaking point and she is trying to hold it together – so when she is charged with
looking after Safa, a refugee who has come from Syria with her mother, Ruby is less
than enthusiastic. Though their burdens appear very different at first, both families
face prejudice, including an uncomfortable slur used against Robbie, and ignorance.
Ultimately, compassion, resilience and courage shine through in this story about the
importance of friendship and family. (Age 9–12)

When our main character, Stick Boy, moves to a new town, he is hoping that his
problems will be left behind. He has always felt different but is looking forward to a
new start. However, almost immediately he attracts the ire of the school bullies and
feels extremely alone. Little does he know he is about to meet a whole new group of
friends and go on a whirlwind adventure in the process. The feelings of togetherness
and hope at the core of the story can teach children that they do not have to be alone
with their fears. (Age 10–12)

GILL BOOKS (HBK) 208PP €12.99 ISBN 9780717190874
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STRIPES PUBLISHING (PBK) 256PP £7.99 ISBN 9781788952309
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JUDI CURTIN illustrated by RACHEL COCORAN

NATASHA Mac a’BHÁIRD

THE O’BRIEN PRESS (PBK) 272PP €12.99 ISBN 9781788492805

THE O’BRIEN PRESS (PBK) 176PP €8.99 ISBN 9781788492997

LILY’S DREAM

This is a delightful book for fans of historical fiction, who can continue to follow the
adventures of Lily, a young maid in the Big House. By blending fact and fiction, the
author wonderfully evokes a time and place that makes the reader feel part of the
world at Lissadell House and the historical events unfolding at the time, primarily
the First World War and its effects on Ireland. This is an engaging and heartwarming
read with underlying themes of friendship and class differences – a treat to savour.
(Age 10–12)

The statistics of Shay Given’s illustrious career as a goalkeeper for the Republic of
Ireland football team speak for themselves – but the story behind his love for the
beautiful game is just as compelling. From a young age, Given was playing soccer
with his brothers in Donegal, dreaming of representing his country. His journey
from that beginning to the international stage is a compelling and inspiring one, and
Mac a’Bháird does it great justice, bringing us into the early days of Shay Given’s
sporting career. (Non-fiction, Age 10–12)

SIOBHÁN DAFFY

DONNY MAHONEY

LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS (PBK) 155PP €8.99 ISBN 9781912417 7 73

THE O’BRIEN PRESS (PBK) 208PP €8.99 ISBN 9781788493031

NO ORDINARY JOE

GREAT IRISH SPORTS STARS: JASON SHERLOCK

There’s a lot going on in Dan’s life – writing songs, finishing primary school, keeping
an eye on the unworthy boy making moves on his sister Kit, and chasing after his
younger brother, Joe, who has special needs. This charming story about family,
friendship and community ties deftly captures the heady period of life during the
transition from primary to secondary school. Dan is a beautifully drawn character,
confident and loving. The pace of the story is unhurried, and the humour and
delightful tone of Dan’s narration ensure that this is a book to cherish. (Age 10–12)

Jason Sherlock is one of Ireland’s true sporting heroes, but few people seem to know
just how talented an athlete he was in so many different contexts. A literal sporting
prodigy, he played soccer, basketball, even hurling, before becoming part of the 1995
All-Ireland-winning Dublin football team. Mahoney’s depiction of the challenges
Sherlock faced, including racist abuse and discrimination, leaves the reader in awe of
his determination and self-discipline. A truly inspiring read and an absolute must for
any young sports fan looking for a role model. (Non-fiction, Age 10–12)

BRIAN GALLAGHER

SIOBHÁN Ní MHUIMHNEACHÁIN
maisithe ag KIERON BLACK

WINDS OF CHANGE

THE O’BRIEN PRESS (PBK) 272PP €8.99 ISBN 9781788491952

After years of being ravaged by famine, Irish farmers are being forced out of their
homes. English landlords are evicting tenants – but the farmers have had enough
and they fight back, starting the Irish Land War. Garrett, in modern-day Ireland,
is writing a school project on this time. A time-slip story set against this backdrop
introduces us to three young friends from the 1880s, each from very different
circumstances: Clara is from a Big House, Adrian is the son of a tenant farmer, and
Molly is the daughter of an RIC sergeant. Secrets from the past are uncovered in this
engaging read. (Age 10–12)

ROBERT GRANT

THE PHILOSOPHY RESISTANCE SQUAD
LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS (PBK) 224PP €9.99 ISBN 9781912417308

Milo Moloney is accepted into the most highly ranked and wealthiest school in all
of Ireland: The Secondary Training Institute for Lifelong Employment. Entering
first year, he is determined to excel and arrives at orientation ready for the challenge.
However, the academic challenge that Milo is faced with is not what he expected.
Coincidentally, the more Milo questions, the more trouble he finds himself in. A
thought-provoking read that encourages readers to use their minds critically and
creatively – perfect for any young wonderer. (Age 10–12)
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AN GADAÍ DUBH

AN GÚM, FORAS NA GAEILGE (CLÚDACH BOG) 80LCH €8.00 ISBN 9781857919646

Tá Dáibhí i Rang 6 agus é ag comhaireamh na laethanta go deireadh na scoilbhliana
agus éalú ó na scéalta leadránacha is áil lena mhúinteoir faoi phiseoga na tíre. Ach
cuireann a iompar tallannach isteach ar na cinntí a dhéanann sé. Ar thuras scoile,
mothaíonn sé atmaisféar ait i dTeampall Naomh Gobnait. An bhféadfadh scéalta
an mhúinteora faoin nGadaí Dubh agus an Naomh a bheith fíor? Bainfear sult as
an gcur síos ar an díolachán cácaí, turas scoile srl ... is fiú go mór an leabhar seo a
léamh. (Aois 10–12)

BRIAN Ó BROIN

EACHTRA AR OILEÁN NA RÚN

LEABHAR BREAC (CLÚDACH BOG) 136LCH €9.00 ISBN 9781909907553

Tá na déagóirí óga Ána agus Mac Dara chun samhradh a chaitheamh in éineacht
lena n-aintín agus a n-uncail, ar seandálaithe iad beirt. Ach cuireann eachtraí
mistéireacha le hiontas an tsamhraidh agus níl suaimhneas ná codladh oíche i
ndán do na déagóirí nuair is léir dóibh go bhfuil caimiléireacht ar bun i gcroílár
an Mhúsaeim Náisiúnta. An gcabhróidh cailín mistéireach agus madra cliste leo
teacht ar réiteach na seoda goidte agus na leabhar ársa a aimsíonn siad le linn an
tsamhraidh? (Aois 10–12)
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GERARD SIGGINS

PÁDRAIG KENNY

THE O’BRIEN PRESS (PBK) 208PP €8.99 ISBN 9781788492355

MACMILL AN CHILDREN’S BOOKS (HBK) 352PP £12.99 ISBN 9781529031713

FOOTBALL SPIRIT

In the eighth book in the Rugby Spirit series, Eoin Madden has decided he wants a
break from rugby after so much time on his Junior Cup team. A chance encounter with
a ghostly footballer who seemingly has connections to Dalymount Park keeps Eoin
and his friends guessing. Gerard Siggins’s love of sport and the stories of teamwork
that permeate football and rugby make for another wonderful adventure, brim-full of
intrigue and heart! (Age 10–12)

It’s been five years since the events of The Monsters of Rookhaven, and a fantastic array
of monstrous relatives is gathering at the mansion for The Great Configuration.
Outcast Billy has been sent undercover, tasked to devastatingly betray the family
to save his sister. But Billy wasn’t planning on growing so fond of them, and soon
plans and secrets begin to unravel. This is another compelling gothic adventure
from Kenny, dealing with themes of identity, loss and love – a strong sequel that will
appeal to fans both old and new. (Age 10–12, 12–14)

DAVID WALLIAMS aistrithe ag MÁIRÍN Ní MHÁRTA
maisithe ag QUENTIN BLAKE

SARAH MOORE FITZGERALD

FUTA FATA (CLÚDACH BOG) 240LCH €9.95 ISBN 9781910945766

ORION CHILDREN’S BOOKS (PBK) 304PP £7.99 ISBN 9781510104143

BUACHAILL AN GHÚNA

Foilsíodh Buachaill an Ghúna i mBéarla ar dtús, leis an teideal The Boy in the Dress,
agus insítear scéal ann faoi Denis, atá dhá bhlian déag d’aois, agus a bhfuil cónaí air
lena athair agus lena dheartháir. Tá a mháthair tar éis iad a fhágáil agus cronaíonn
Denis an áilleacht a chur sí leis an saol, go háirithe na barróga a thugadh sí. Tá an
domhan gruama ina huireasa agus mothaíonn Denis go láidir gur gá dó a smaointe
agus a mhothúcháin a chur in iúl. Le cuidiú óna chara Lisa, tagann sé ar bhealach
dásachtach lena chruthaitheacht a léiriú. Is leabhar é seo faoin bhféinléiriú, céannacht
agus éagsúlacht a cheiliúradh. (Aois 10–12)

ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD

This book is a reflection on our relationship with money and wealth and how much
we tie status to happiness. Penny comes from an underprivileged background, the
flat she lives in is crumbling, and her classmates bully her. But she wants more for
herself. A change in fortune brings Penny on a journey mired in decisions both good
and bad, but ultimately the lessons of friendship and community win out.
(Age 10–12, 12–14)

AGA GRANDOWICZ

EOIN COLFER

THE FOWL TWINS: GET WHAT THEY DESERVE
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS (HBK) 432PP £14.99 ISBN 9780008475246

Prepare for wildly entertaining high-tech, high-adrenaline action, with whip-smart
dialogue and lead characters who break all the rules in the most daring ways. In the
third book in the spin-off series from the acclaimed Artemis Fowl saga, the twin
brothers of the anti-hero everyone ends up rooting for are back – and they’re in yet
more trouble. Arch-nemesis Lord Teddy Bleedham-Drye is back, with dastardly plans
to permanently silence them. With clones, fairy magic, criminal masterminds and
outrageous storylines, this book is ridiculously good fun! (Age 10–12, 12–14)

CATHERINE DOYLE

THE STORMKEEPER’S BATTLE

BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS (PBK) 352PP £6.99 ISBN 9781526607966

In this book, we meet Fionn Boyle, the Storm Keeper of Arranmore, one last time,
and he is facing the challenge of his life. The Morrigan, the immensely powerful dark
enchantress, has been resurrected, and the island has been cut off from the outside
world. With no prospect of help coming, Fionn must prepare to face her. In this
relentlessly tense and exciting novel, Doyle manages that most difficult of tasks – to
tie up all of the trilogy’s loose ends while making the final instalment in Fionn’s tale a
compelling story in its own right. (Age 10–12, 12–14)
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REMARKABLE CREATURES

NATURAL WORLD PUBLISHING (PBK) 40PP €12.00 ISBN 9781527293205

This visually stunning and informative guidebook teaches young readers about the
endangered creatures of Ireland and suggests actions they can take to help protect
them. Arranged in a scrapbook style, the book takes a multi-faceted approach
to teaching, with vibrant illustrations, bite-sized facts and a variety of activities
included to help readers become active players in the conservation of creatures.
Grandowicz’s beautiful illustrations of the creatures in action emphasise their
remarkable nature, while the text spread around the page, provides fascinating
information about each one and the causes of their endangerment.
(Non-fiction, Age 10–15)

DEREK LANDY illustrated by VARIOUS ARTISTS

THE SKULDUGGERY PLEASANT GRIMOIRE
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN’S BOOKS (HBK) 416PP £14.99 ISBN 9780008472405

This is a treat for long-standing Skulduggery Pleasant fans: part recap of the books
and stories to date, part reference guide to the series’ characters, backstories and
lore and a whole lot of additional bonus content too. This new content answers
some burning questions dedicated readers will have had across the series. Lavishly
illustrated, the book gives fans a great taste of what a graphic novelisation of the
series could be! A useful tool for those preparing for the last in the series but strictly
for Skulduggery fans! (Age 11–15)
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chosen by SARAH CROSSAN

OISÍN McGANN

BLOOMSBURY YA (HBK) 304PP £12.99 ISBN 9781526641892

LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS (PBK) 256PP €12.00 ISBN 9781912417 742

TOMMORROW IS BEAUTIFUL

This beautiful hardback, edited by former Laureate na nÓg Sarah Crossan, is a
warm, uplifting hug of a poetry collection. These ‘word-cures’, including new work
of her own alongside classic and modern poets’, are full of joy and hope. The book
is annotated by Crossan throughout, making the reading experience feel like a
conversation, rich with invitations to look up readings or explore more of a poet’s
work. A gentle introduction to poetry for the unfamiliar reader, and a gorgeous gift.
(Poetry, Age 12+)

RILEY CAIN

A SHORT, HOPEFUL GUIDE TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Published in collaboration with Friends of the Earth, this ambitious book is trying
to be part of the solution. Using recycled materials and vegan inks, it puts its money
where its mouth is. Covering a topic that affects all of our lives but is something that
is especially concerning for the younger generation, this book attempts to decipher
the science, while offering helpful information and solutions that young people can
become invested in. The conversational tone helps to deliver scary information in a
safe way. (Non-fiction, Age 12–14)

PHILIP WOMACK

BANSHEE RISING
CURRACH PRESS (PBK) 490PP €12.99 ISBN 9781782189145

Caitlyn longs for a normal life but seeing ghosts everywhere, all the time, even when
it’s inconvenient, means that’s basically impossible. She can’t even fancy Danny
from school in peace – the floating nuns and spectral warriors see to that. And when
Professor Brody appears in her life, things get even stranger – especially when he
reveals a connection to her lost parents. Spooky, intriguing and heavily influenced
by Irish folklore and fairy tales, Caitlyn’s story is sure to keep even the most cynical
reader utterly gripped. (Age 12–14)

WILDLORD

LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS (PBK) 288PP €7.50 ISBN 9781912417971

Orphaned, and with a guardian on the other side of the world, Tom ‘Thos’ Swinton
is set to spend his summer holidays alone on the campus of his school, Downshire
College. That is, until the arrival of a very unexpected letter, addressed to him from
an unknown relative. Enclosed in the letter is a train ticket for the following day.
This story is full of magical intrigue, and fine-tuned details build word upon word to
bring an already evocative real-world setting into one of darker fantasy. (Age 12–14)

SUE DIVIN
BRIAN CONAGHAN

GUARD YOUR HEART

BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS (PBK) 352PP £6.99 ISBN 9781526628602

Aidan and Iona are from different backgrounds, but their paths cross and neither
can ignore the instant connection they feel in this sensitively written book. The
story explores what it is to be born into the post-conflict generation, who are too
young to remember the Troubles but still carry the burden of trauma inherited from
their parents. The author brings Derry and its people vividly to life and does not shy
away from the issues encountered by people growing up in this part of the world
today. (Age 12–14, Young Adult)

CARDBOARD COWBOYS

Lenny Lambert is a troubled but kind-hearted boy in his first year of secondary
school in Scotland. He is struggling in school; his classmates make fun of him over
his weight and he is dealing with the absence of his brother, Frankie. This book
delivers an excellent portrayal of a struggling family in the midst of a family crisis. It
deals with isolation, misplaced blame and feelings of not belonging. It takes us inside
Lenny’s mind, with a frequently funny and heartbreaking internal monologue that
provides the backbone of this excellent, well-written novel. (Age 12–14)

ADIBA JAIGIRDAR

ADIBA JAIGIRDAR

HANI AND ISHU’S GUIDE TO FAKE DATING
HODDER CHILDREN’S BOOKS (PBK) 352PP £7.99 ISBN 9781444962246

Hani and Ishu are nothing alike. They hate it when people expect them to be
the same because they are both Bengali. Hani loves socialising; Ishu never stops
studying. When Hani comes out to her friends, they question her bisexuality. Ishu
is desperate to be Head Girl, but she isn’t well-liked at school. Unexpectedly, a fake
relationship is the solution to both problems. But what happens when you start to
fancy your fake girlfriend? Are they actually too different to make a real relationship
work? (Age 12–14)
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THE HENNA WARS

HACHET TE CHILDREN’S BOOKS (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9781444962208

When Nishat comes out to her parents, they say Muslim girls aren’t lesbians and
she will bring shame on their family. Only her sister, Priti, supports her. Nishat has
a crush on the beautiful Flávia, but a school business competition creates tension.
Both girls set up henna businesses, but Flávia doesn’t understand she is appropriating
Nishat’s culture. However, the rivalry and sabotage can’t stop Nishat’s feelings. With
excellent representation of queer Muslim people and discussions around sexuality,
racism and homophobia, this sweet romance has real depth.
(Age 12–14, Young Adult)
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DECLAN MURPHY illustrated by CLODAGH POWER

JARLATH GREGORY

THE SPIRIT OF THE RIVER

WHAT LOVE LOOKS LIKE

LILLIPUT PRESS (PBK) 224PP €15.00 ISBN 9781843518020

THE O’BRIEN PRESS (PBK) 240PP €9.99 ISBN 9781788491624

Murphy frames his story as a quest to discover the kingfisher. Into this, he weaves
his reflections on his lifelong relationship with nature. The wandering style reduces
the sense of a quest but admirably reflects the actual experience of nature: pursue the
kingfisher and find a squirrel, a goosander, lichen, a memory. Reading his adventures
is akin to practical guidance about what bird-watching requires: access, patience and
close attention to detail. The natural world is filtered through Murphy’s reactions,
placing human experience centre stage. (Age 12–14, Young Adult)

Meet Ben, seventeen, gay and looking for love. Refreshingly honest, yet sometimes
naïve, Ben has everything mapped out – teacher training awaits, family life is good.
His best friends, Chelsea and Soda, bring advice and life tips on the joys and perils
of love with their own compelling stories in contemporary Dublin’s LGBTQ+
community. Navigating bullying, anti-LGBTQ+ sentiment and the North/South
view of ‘coming out’ in Ireland, Gregory gives a realistic and optimistic picture of
life for Irish teenagers exploring their sexuality. (Age Young Adult)

CIARA SMYTH

MEG GREHAN

BABY TEETH

NOT MY PROBLEM
ANDERSEN PRESS (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9781839130854

This coming-of-age novel explores the struggles and relationships of Aideen, a savvy
secondary school student with attitude. A slapstick series of incidents hides the
serious issues and worries Aideen faces with her troubled mother and life in general.
Despite the hardships, her wisecracking observations prevent us, like herself, from
wallowing in self-pity. Her natural resilience and acerbic wit continually keep the
novel upbeat. A contemporary look at friendship, with a touch of Derry Girls, this
book is filled with all the heartache, hiccups and hilarity experienced by a young girl
as she faces the world. (Age 12–14, Young Adult)

LIT TLE ISL AND BOOKS (PBK) 192PP €10.99 ISBN 9781912417902

This is the story of Immy and Claudia, immortal and mortal. Being loved by a
vampire was never going to be easy, but the pair’s need for each other drowns out
all fear and doubt. This is a unique and elegant take on the vampire-romance trope,
falling victim to none of the usual clichés. Written in a lyrical verse form that has the
soothing quality of a lullaby one minute and lies like a lead weight on your heart the
next, this is a story of tragedy, tenderness and compelling beauty. (Age Young Adult)

JUSTIN HANCOCK illustrated by FUCHSIA MacAREE

CAN WE TALK ABOUT CONSENT?

MELVIN BURGESS

THREE BULLETS

FRANCES LINCOLN CHILDREN’S BOOKS (PBK) 160PP £8.99 ISBN 9780711256545

ANDERSEN PRESS (HBK) 240PP £12.99 ISBN 9781839130502

This is a timely, hard-hitting dystopian novel depicting a future that no longer feels
as alien as perhaps it should. It takes on a huge amount of themes and issues in the
text while building a vision of the aftermath of a civil war in the UK. It perhaps does
not always get everything right, but its unflinching central character demands the
reader’s attention on her journey. It is harsh and bleak and touches on the plight of
refugees, sexism, supremacy, fascism and racism, and it shies away from nothing. The
future does not look bright. (Age Young Adult)

An entertaining, accessible and clear guide to what consent is, this book outlines
how we can apply the principles of consent when making decisions both for
ourselves and with others. This is a serious topic, but it’s handled here with a light
and humorous touch, and the vibrant and inclusive illustrations add to the book’s
appeal and help communicate the key messages. Very importantly, we learn why it’s
harder for some people to give consent, whether because of their gender, race, socioeconomic background or other factors. (Non-fiction, Age Young Adult)

CHRISTOPHER MOORE
CAROLINE BUSHER

THE LEGEND OF VALENTINE SORROW
POOLBEG PRESS (PBK) 400PP €8.99 ISBN 9781781997635

The fascination with vampire stories is as eternal as the creatures themselves. This
historical novel is set in Sligo in 1832 amid the cholera epidemic that was sweeping
Ireland at the time. Based on the author’s lifelong interest in Bram Stoker’s mother
Charlotte Thornley’s eyewitness account of this time, today’s readers will relate
to the reality of an illness sweeping the land. Valentine’s sister returning from a
fever hospital finds him gone – he has been taken by a vampire – and so begins his
adventure. (Age Young Adult)
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GUT FEELINGS

UCL AN PUBLISHING (PBK) 397PP £7.99 ISBN 9781912979431

Through a collection of emotive and impactful poems, the author brings the reader
through the experience of growing up with a long-term illness as an LGBTQ+
person. We walk alongside the author as he copes with coming to terms with the
life he has been dealt to the point where he can accept himself for who he is and
be proud of how far he’s come. This tale is one of hardship, loss and, ultimately,
acceptance – coming to terms with the situation one finds themselves in and learning
to love themselves again. (Age Young Adult)
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CYNTHIA MURPHY

LAST ONE TO DIE
SCHOL ASTIC (PBK) 400PP £7.99 ISBN 9780702304934

Niamh has always dreamed of being an actor, and the chance of a place on a
summer drama course at the London Academy of Dramatic Arts is too good to
miss. After arriving in London from Ireland to pursue her dreams, everything
takes a sinister turn, and she finds herself in the middle of a nightmare. A killer is
on the loose, hunting young women who look just like her. This is a deeply creepy,
suspenseful and very pacy young adult thriller. (Age Young Adult)

Your Partner For What’s Next

CLARA O’CONNOR

SECRETS OF THE STARCROSSED:
THE ONCE AND FUTURE QUEEN
ONE MORE CHAPTER (PBK) 448PP £8.99 ISBN 9780008407667

Secrets of the Starcrossed is the exciting opening novel in the Once and Future
Queen series, which blends alternate history with fantasy. Set as if the Roman
Empire has not fallen, the series tells the story of Londinium teen Cassandra, who
unearths her true identity and discovers that her fate is far greater than she could
ever have imagined. We follow Cassandra as she befriends mysterious rebel Devyn,
who has come from beyond the walls of Londinium to seek a lost girl with magic in
her blood. (Age Young Adult)

CAROLINE O’DONOGHUE

ALL OUR HIDDEN GIFTS
WALKER BOOKS (PBK) 400PP £15.00 ISBN 9781536213942

This début young adult novel is a contemporary urban fantasy set in the fictitious
Irish town of Kilbeg. Its cast of characters represents the diversity in gender
identity, ethnicity and sexuality expected in an inclusive current novel, and more.
Add paranormal activities, tarot readings, spells and a dark witchy undercurrent,
and there’s a lot packed into four hundred pages. The story capers along at a rapid
pace. Kilbeg is well drawn and sufficiently detailed to provide a vivid and real
setting, while frequent references to religious traditions show younger readers the
previously powerful grip Catholicism had on the country. (Age Young Adult)

DEIRDRE SULLIVAN

PRECIOUS CATASTROPHE
HOT KEY BOOKS (PBK) £7.99 ISBN 432PP 9781471410680
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This is a tense and eerie return to Ballyfran, where all is not as it seems. Twins
Catlin and Madeline are recovering from the events in Perfectly Preventable Deaths
and re-establishing their sisterly relationship when everything start going
wrong … again. All sorts of troubled families are explored, and secrets (and lies)
are uncovered, but many mysteries still remain to be revealed. The magic feels real
and immersive, and the world Sullivan has built is impressive. Gothic, gorgeous
and sometimes gruesome, it will keep you up past your bedtime.
(Age Young Adult)
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